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Abstract—Standard databases play essential roles for 

evaluating and comparing results obtained by different groups 

of researchers. In this paper, an Arabic Handwritten Text 

Images Database written by Multiple Writers (AHTID/MW) is 

introduced. This database can be used for research in the 

recognition of Arabic handwritten text with open vocabulary, 

word segmentation and writer identification. The AHTID/MW 

contains 3710 text lines and 22896 words written by 53 native 

writers of Arabic. In addition, ground truth annotation is 

provided for each text image. The database is freely available 

for worldwide researchers.  

Keywords-Arabic Handwritten text image; AHTID/MW 

Database;  open vocabulary; Ground truth 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the last score of years, most of the efforts in text 
recognition have been focused on Latin script recognition. 
This is due to the availability of several databases of printed 
and handwritten Latin text [1, 2]. Similar databases also exist 
for a few other languages such as Chinese and Indian [3, 4, 
5]. 

The existing research on recognizing Arab text is still 
limited. The lack of freely available Arabic databases is 
considered as one of the reasons for the lack of research on 
Arabic text recognition compared with other languages. Each 
of research groups implemented their system on set of data 
gathered by them and different recognition rates were 
reported. Therefore, the comparison of systems is rather 
difficult. 

In the field of Arabic handwritten text recognition, 
having a standard database is crucial for text image 
recognition and writer identification. Researchers have 
prepared some databases for handwritten texts [6], 
handwritten words [7] and bank checks [8]. To the best of 
our knowledge, only one database is available for Arabic 
handwritten text-lines with open vocabulary [9]. However, it 
doesn’t include a dataset of words and it seems difficult to 
have access to this database. 

Considering these issues, we propose to develop an 
Arabic Handwritten Text Images Database (AHTID/MW) 
that covers all Arabic characters and forms (beginning, 
middle, end, and isolated). The proposed database contains 

Arabic words and text-lines written by 53 different writers. 
Two types of ground truths based on content information 
(text-line image and word image) are generated. This 
database will be made available for the scientific community 
and may be used as a benchmark database where researchers 
can evaluate and compare their algorithms and results with 
other published works. 

In Section 2, we will outline the published works related 
to developing off-line Arabic handwritten databases.  In 
Section 3, we briefly illustrate characteristics of Arabic 
scripts. Section 4 describes the proposed AHTID/MW 
database. In Section 5, the database structure along with 
ground truth data is presented. Finally, concluding remarks 
are given in Section 6. 

II. CURRENT ARABIC HANDWRITTEN DATABASES 

The last years showed an increasing interest in Arabic 
handwritten text recognition solutions. Starting with small 
private data sets to evaluate their systems, more and more 
researchers begin to bring more attention to the dataset 
standardization. For example, a database of unconstrained 
isolated Arabic handwritten characters written by 48 writers 
was used by Khedher et al. [10] for isolated character 
recognition research. IFHCDB (Isolated Farsi Handwritten 
Character Database) database was presented by Mozaffari et 
al. [11] for the use in optical character recognition research. 
It consists of 52,380 gray scale images of handwritten 
characters and 17,740 numerals.  

Al-ISRA database [12] was collected in Al-Isra 
University in Amman, Jordan. It contains 37,000 Arabic 
words, 10,000 digits, 2,500 signatures, and 500 free-form 
Arabic sentences gathered from five hundred students. 
Alma’adeed et al. presented in 2002 the AHDB database [6]. 
It includes images of words that are used to describe 
numbers, images of the most frequent words used in Arabic 
writing, and images of sentences used in writing legal 
amount on Arabic checks. Another Arabic database for 
research in recognition of Arabic handwritten checks 
(CENPARMI) was developed by Al-Ohali et al. [8]. This 
database can be mainly used for Arabic handwritten number, 
digits and limited vocabulary word recognition. A database 
including Arabic dates, isolated digits, numerical strings, 
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letters, words and some special symbols was released in 
2008 by AlAmri et al. [13].  

For Arabic handwritten word recognition, IFN/ENIT 
database was developed in 2002, by the Institute of 
Communications Technology (IFN) at Technical University 
Braunschweig in Germany and the National School of 
Engineers of Tunis (ENIT). It consists of 26,549 images of 
the 937 names of cities and towns in Tunisia, written by 411 
writers [7]. The images are partitioned into four sets so that 
researchers can use them for training and testing. Open 
competitions are even regularly organized using this 
database [14]. In 2008, a database with the same 
characteristics of the IFN/ENIT database was created by 
Mozaffari et al. [15]. The database has been named IfN/Farsi 
for handwritten Farsi words. It consists of 7,271 binary 
images of 1,080 Iranian province/city names, collected from 
600 writers. 

Recently, a comprehensive Arabic Handwritten Text 
database (AHTD) written by 300 writers has been developed 
[9]. It is composed of an images database containing images 
of the written text at various resolutions, and a ground truth 
database that contains meta-data describing the written text 
at the page, paragraph, and line levels. This database can be 
used for text recognition, and writer identification. 

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ARABIC SCRIPT 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Arabic is used in more than 20 countries by more than 
300 million people. Arabic text is inherently cursive both in 
handwritten and printed forms and is written horizontally 
from right to left. The Arabic alphabet consists of 28 basic 
letters. Some of these letters change their shapes according to 
their position in the word. Several of them have four shapes: 
isolated, initial, medial and final. An example is shown in 
Figure 1. Thus, an Arabic word may be decomposed into 
more than one sub-word called PAW (Piece of Arabic 
Word), each represents one or more connected letters.  

More than half of Arabic letters include in their shape 
dots which can be one, two or three dots. The presence of 
these dots in their positions allows us to differentiate 
between letters that belong to the same family shape. 
Moreover, Some Arabic letters can be written in different 
styles, therefore, collecting samples from those different 
styles is significantly important. As a result, the data entry 
form includes one sample of the 36 Arabic isolated letters as 
shown in Table 1. 

 

" #$ #%# &# 

Isolated 
form 

Beginning 
form 

Middle 
form 

Ending 
form 

 
Figure 1.  An example of different shapes of an Arabic letter. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE AHTID/MW 

For data collection, the texts are given to 53 individuals 
with different ages and educational backgrounds and are 

asked to write text-lines with no restrictions for choosing the 
type of pen. The handwritten texts are then scanned in gray-
scales with the resolution of 300 dpi. The images are stored 
in “PNG” format. Scanned images of handwritten Arabic 
text-lines are shown in Figure 2(a).  

Since we considered handwritten texts of 53 individuals, 
3710 text-line images have been gathered. These images are 
divided into 4 sets so that researchers can use and discuss 
training and testing data to evaluate the performance of their 
approaches. The database was then extended to include a 
dataset of word images (Figure 2(b)). Each of these sets has 
associated ground truth at the text-line and the word levels. 

AHTID/MW includes 126,511 characters in total, with 
different forms (beginning, middle, end, and isolated) as 
shown in Table 1, and these characters lead to 22,896 word 
images. By simple computation, we get the following 
statistics: Each text-line has 6.17 words; each word has 5.53 
characters and each text-line includes 34.1 characters.  

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2.  Sample of text-lines and its corresponding words. 

 
In most of the text-lines of the AHTID/MW database, 

either an overlapping or touching words exist. The 
AHTID/MW can be used for Arabic sentence recognition, 
word recognition, word spotting, and writer identification. 
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V. GROUND TRUTH DESCRIPTION 

In the final structure of our Arabic database, each folder 
that contains handwritten samples is also provided with the 
ground truth data file for the samples. This ground truth is 
useful to evaluate the recognition results. The ground truth of 
the data is described at the text-line and the word levels 
using an XML file. 

At the text-line level, the ground truth file includes the 
following information: sequence of words, sequence of 
PAWs for each word and sequence of characters for each 
PAW. An example of such XML file is given in Figure 3. 
Each word image in AHTID/MW database is also described 
using an XML file containing information about the 
sequence of PAWs as well as information about the sequence 
of characters for each PAW.  

Inspired by the published work related to developing 
Arabic Printed Text Image Database [16], we put forward a 
Latin string for each character. The different character labels 
can be observed in Table 1 showing statistics. In Arabic 
handwriting, the shape of each character varies according to 
its position in the word. To make the label more significant, 
we added an additional Latin character as a suffix to specify 
the character position: ’B’ stand for beginning, ’M’ for 
middle, ’E’ for end and ’I’ for isolated character shapes. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  An example of a ground truth data files at the text-line level. 

 
 
 
 

TABLE I.  ARABIC LETTERS WITH USED LABELS AND OCCURRENCE IN 
AHTID/MW DATABASE 

Character label Isolate Begin Middle End 

Alif   
11395(+) 

 
9328(<#) 

Baa  
159(=) 2385(#>) 1696(#?#) 265(Q#) 

Taaa  
1378(Y) 2120(#Z) 4293(#\#) 212(^#) 

Thaa  
53(_) 212(#`) 371(#j#) 53(|#) 

Jiim  
53(~) 954(#�) 1007(#�#) 106(�#) 

Haaa  
53(�) 742(#�) 1325(#�#) 159(�#) 

Xaa  
53(�) 583(#�) 265(#�#) 53(�#) 

Daal  
1113(�) 2438(�#) 

Thaal  
265(�) 636(�#) 

Raa  
2067(�) 3816(�#) 

Zaay  
265(�) 424(�#) 

Siin  
106(�) 1113(#�) 1325(#�#) 212(�#) 

Shiin  
53(�) 530(#�) 424(#�#) 53(�#) 

Saad  
53(�) 583(#�) 636(#�#) 159(�#) 

Daad  
212(�) 106(# ) 318(#¡#) 53(¢#) 

Thaaa  
53(£) 424( ¤# ) 636(#¥#) 106(¦#) 

Taa  
53(§) 265(#¨) 530(#©#) 53(ª#) 

Ayn  
318(«) 1696(#¬) 2120(##) 212(®#) 

Ghayn  
106(") 212(#$) 424(#%#) 53(&#) 

Faa  
159(¯) 1060(#°) 1007(#±#) 53(²#) 

Gaaf  
265(³) 689(#´) 1431(#µ#) 371(¶#) 

Kaaf  
53(·) 795(#¸) 1007(#¹#) 212(º#) 

Laam  
530(») 11607(#¼) 2544(#½#) 636(¾#) 

Miim  
318(¿) 3021(#À) 3816(#Á#) 901(Â#) 

Nuun  
689(Ã) 1802(#Ä) 1802(#Å#) 848(Æ#) 

Haa  
159(Ç) 636(#È) 1060(#É#) 1113(Ê#) 

Waaw   
1060(Ë) 

 
4081(Ì#) 

Yaa   
265(Î) 

 
2809(#Ï) 

 
4664(#Ð#) 

 
1060(Ñ#) 

Hamza   
212(Ò) 

HamzaAboveAlif  
1007(Ó) 1113(Ô#) 

HamzaUnderAlif  
795(Õ) 689(Ö#) 

TildAboveAlif  
212(×) 53(Ø#) 

TaaaClosed  
1060(Ù) 

  
4240(Ú#) 

AlifBroken  
106(Û) 

  
318(Ü#) 

HamzaAboveAlif 
Broken 212(Ý) 

 
53(#Þ) 

 
159(#ß#) 53(à#) 

HamzaAboveWaaw  
53(á) 

 
318(â#) 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

With the increasing interest in Arabic handwriting 
recognition, the need for a freely standard Arabic 
handwriting database that represents variety of handwriting 
styles is highly required. In this paper, we presented an 
Arabic Handwritten Text Images Database with open 
vocabulary naturally written by Multiple Writers. The 
AHTID/MW database contains 3710 text lines and 22896 
word images. For each piece of the database, a 
corresponding ground truth file is available. The database 
may prove useful for various research applications such as 
Arabic handwritten text recognition and writer identification 
systems. We would note that the AHTID/MW database will 
be made freely available to interested researchers. We 
believe that the database will be of great help and value for 
the research community. 
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